Abstract

The sensory and affective impact of a photograph in a news story may mitigate the message of the headline and even the content of the story as a whole, with the potential to lead the reader to countless parallel stories. These stories can be imbricated to the theme explored by the media, but can also expand to several other issues, memories, events, authors unveiling to the reader other situational layers that transcend the sphere of simple reading leading to reflexivity. This text has, therefore, the intention to reflect at length about the inequities in health, especially in relation to the distribution of vaccines against Covid-19 on the planet, from an image published by France Presse in a story about a day with record application of doses of the vaccine against Covid-19 in India.

When she looked at the pandemic: one photograph, countless movies

The Covid-19 pandemic is likely the largest event of the 21st century - it is perhaps too early to predict, given that the first quarter of the century has not yet been reached. There is no precedent for a health event (also environmental, social, economic, to say the least) of such widespread, devastating, and unpredictable behavior (viruses, variants, speed of transmission, etc.) in humanity’s post-industrial era.

In this second decade of the 21st century, a time when the planet is home to some eight billion people, everything leads one to believe that the world has shrunk. That borders are becoming more fluid every day and distances are economic rather than geographical. That, in fact, a butterfly flapping its wings in Kochi, Kerala, India can influence the weather in Xique-Xique, Bahia, Brazil. Nature, of which we are all a component and inseparable part, without primacy, superiority or title of ownership - we must understand this and share it - passes through us with events, news, happenings at every beat of any heart. We are an integrated and chaotically ordered whole. But some humans insist in believing that they are the animate species able to dominate, subjugate and program this already given (if not disturbed by the human) chaotic order.

An emblematic, delicate and subtle message of this nature was given on August 28, 2021, in an article by France Presse, echoed by the G1 portal, about the mass vaccination in India, which informed that about ten million people had been vaccinated in just one day in the country - a figure that seems grandiose, but which corresponds to less than 1% of the approximately 1.38 billion inhabitants of the land of the divine river Ganges. But the main message and motto of this article is the magnetic photo printed in the news, which depicts a lady being vaccinated in Amritsar, in the state of Punjab, India, a city recognized as the center of the Sikh religion. It is there where she lies, surrounded by a large artificial lake (a Sarovar) or the AmritSar (Lake of Holy Water or Immortal Nectar) itself, the Golden Temple of this devotion that has about 27 million followers. The photo\(^{(b)}\) is undoubtedly a work of rare beauty by photographer Narinder Nanu, of AFP - Agence France-Presse\(^{1}\).

The experienced, captivating, and magnetized eyes of the lady illustrating the story are the highlight and source of all the symbolism that only an image can reveal. In them dwells a lake of holy water, an immortal nectar - a universe in a walnut shell (the old lady’s tired eyelids) whose core are the infinite experiences of an entire life. Her expression conveys hope, despair, past, future, doubt, certainty, skepticism, faith, desire for survival, certainty of finitude. Feelings read so clearly and familiarly that they push us to clash with ourselves in us. The Indian lady’s eyes are the eyes of ordered chaos informing us that they themselves - these eyes - are in many faces of other humans (or not), symbolizing our pandemic period.

The photo seems to have been taken in an improvised vaccination station (or even in a home care service) where objects of daily life rest on a table - among them many seem to be medicines - that we do not know if it is for work or for meals, but whatever. The lady is flanked by female faces and hands that appear to be those of health care workers. A smartphone in the hand of someone who may be one of these workers, to the lady’s right, is the counterpoint to the hand with the syringe and needle that

\(^{(b)}\) Out of respect for the copyrights on reproduction of images, I indicate here only the link where the photo can be viewed: https://g1.globo.com/mundo/noticia/2021/08/28/india-vacina-10-milhoes-de-pessoas-contra-a-covid-19-err-apenas-urn-dia.ghtml
instilled the vaccine in the lady’s left arm. As if to perform a counterbalance, another hand supports (or rests on) the lady’s right arm. Still composing the set of women in the scene, in the background, to the right of the lady with the eyes of the world, sits another woman (the only one who appears wearing a face mask) who, with her gaze low, induces the spectator to her view of a smartphone or even a line of sight that is alien to the scene.

And I, here as a spectator, remember Adriana Calcanhotto’s song and ask: “Why does she [the lady with the eyes of the world] have the eyes of a wave?” Yes, she has those wave eyes; of infinite waves. Eyes that make me think of how many waves and tides have already come and said goodbye through the eyes of this lady. How many of these waves were babies born in the houses of the poor or of maharajas in urban centers, in the fields or in Indian, African, Brazilian, Colombian, Mexican, and other slums? How many of these waves soaked the bodies of people who were bidding farewell to life for cremation or burial? How many of them celebrated life and its cycles (childhood, adolescence, adulthood, old age)? How many mourned their dead? How many were thrilled by births? How many of them said welcome or farewells to their loved ones, saying goodbye or getting closer? Or how many waves rejoiced and were happy with the return of their lovers, their beloved? It is the wave eyes, the hangover eyes that bring everything into themselves.

Ten million doses of vaccines applied in one day. That was the headline... Nothing in the article referred to the eyes of the old lady illustrating the text. Maybe because deep inside, where the terror of the pandemic resides, we all knew in waves that we were drunkenly balancing between the supposed (bet?) salvation through immunization and contamination due to lack of soap for a minimum hygiene. Actually, we wobbled in fact between borders that squandered vaccines and others that didn’t even have them. The iniquities of the whole world stamped in this lady’s eyes. Rich countries that attributed the act of getting vaccinated against the complications of SarsCOV-2 to volition and the right to choose, while others were unable to access vaccines, medicines, or basic supplies that would minimize the ravages of Covid-19.

About one year and ten months after the pandemic began, the first day of November 2021, also known to be the eve of the day of the dead in Brazil, and in some countries that keep this day to honor those who have died, counted more than five million deaths from Covid-19 that needed to be revered around the globe. In the eyes of the lady in the photo, in the sky of her glow and in the cloud of her pain, all the deaths show themselves.

On a planet with about 7.9 billion people, according to information from the website Our World in Data, the month of December 2021 also began with about 8.2 billion doses of the vaccine against Covid-19 administered around the world. This figure means that 55.2% of the world’s population had received at least one dose of the vaccine, so there were about 33.9 million doses given each day. But the health inequity is revealed when, among low-income countries, only 6.3% of people had received at least one dose. In particular, in African countries, only 11.1% of people had received vaccinations, of these approximately 7.3% were fully vaccinated. Table 1 shows the percentage of the population in each continent who had received a dose of vaccine or were fully vaccinated as of November 2021. These figures for the African
continent are, to say the least, an incontrovertible indictment of the inequity faced by its population.

And everything indicated that this appalling situation would continue. The WHO - World Health Organization estimated that by the end of 2021 only five of the 54 African countries would reach the goal of 40% of their inhabitants with complete vaccination against Covid-19. The vaccine deficit on this continent was about 275 million doses, and only three countries (Seychelles, Mauritius, and Morocco) would reach the 40% target of fully vaccinated people (these countries have about 36.5 million people). But that’s not all, supplies are also scarce and the perfect storm could also bring a significant syringe shortage that would have to be addressed. On the other hand, as was unfortunately to be expected, more than 70% of the high-income countries had 40% or more of their population fully vaccinated7.

Table 1. Percent distribution of people vaccinated against Covid-19, by continent (11/30/2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTINENT</th>
<th>% FULLY VACCINATED</th>
<th>% PARTIALLY VACCINATED</th>
<th>% TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data tabulated by the author based on information from the website Our World in Data.

In Brazil, a study by the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation8 also denounced the regional inequalities in the vaccination against Covid-19, despite the data showing that, on December 8, 2021, 74.95% of the Brazilian population had received the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine and that 64.78% of Brazilians had completed the vaccination schedule, and 9.04% had already received a booster dose of the vaccine, according to the interchangeability criteria of the immunization (Table 2).
Table 2. Distribution of the vaccination coverage rate against Covid-19, according to macroregion of Brazil (12/08/2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MACROREGION</th>
<th>% OF MUNICIPALITIES WITH MORE THAN 80% OF THE POPULATION VACCINATED</th>
<th>% OF MUNICIPALITIES WITH MORE THAN 80% OF THE POPULATION VACCINATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st DOSE</td>
<td>2nd DOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-West</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data tabulated by the author based on information provided by Fiocruz, technical note 23 (Dec/2021).

This Fiocruz study added that of the 5,570 Brazilian municipalities, less than 900 (about 16%) reached more than 80% of their population with complete vaccination coverage, and that cities with low HDI - Human Development Index - had the lowest rates of vaccination coverage. From the states' point of view, Acre, Amazonas, Amapá, Maranhão, Pará, Roraima, and Tocantins had only about 7% of their municipalities with vaccination coverage above 80%, for the first dose. Moreover, no municipality in these states reached a percentage above 80% for the second dose of the vaccine against Covid-19.

Therefore, the inequities are revealed in the most varied contexts and in a world that has shrunk, being an indictment that those with higher incomes forget that there are no borders for viruses and that pandemic (as the word itself indicates) refers to the entire planet.

During the 76th General Assembly of the UN - United Nations Organization, held in September 2021, the Prime Minister of Barbados, Mia Amor Mottley, made the following statement, recalling the lyrics of a song written by Bob Marley, Who will get up and stand up?

Who will stand up on behalf of all those who died during this terrible pandemic? There are millions. Who will stand up on behalf of all those who died because of the climate crisis? How many more covid-19 variants must arrive, before a worldwide vaccination action plan is implemented? How many more deaths must occur before 1.7 billion excess vaccines held by the world’s advanced countries are shared with those who simply do not have access? We have the means to give every child on this planet a pill. And we have the means to give every adult a vaccine. And we have the means to invest in protecting the most vulnerable on our planet from a changing climate. But we choose not to. It is not because we don’t have enough, it is because we don’t have the will to distribute what we have.

It is worth remembering that the fact that South Africa was the first country to sequence and inform the WHO of the existence of a new variant of SarsCOV-2, currently known as the Omicron variant, instead of promoting recognition and
gratitude to the country and its health authorities, fostered an even greater isolation of the country by closing its borders to South African countries and immediately recommending the establishment of sanitary barriers, even before there were indications that the new variant had, in fact, appeared in South Africa.

All this brings me to necropolitics, a concept coined by Achile Mbembe, which rages like an endless cloud of lead over Africa. And the wave eyes of the lady in the photo observe the fallen bodies of her black brothers overseas. The peaked Horn of Africa does not pierce the transoceanic gaze of the lady from Punjab. Humans recognize each other in the distance, in the extra sea, in the supra sea, the wave eyes of this lady wander in the Pacific waves in solidarity with her forgotten neighbors on earth. And, unfortunately, it is not only in Africa that necropolitics impale the lives considered disposable by unbridled capitalism. This is the martyrdom of countless countries classified as lower-middle income economies.

It should not be forgotten that Mbembe in his essay on necropolitics:

[...]

Therefore, I do not think it is a mistake to agree with Mbembe’s argument:

[...]

In this sense, the concept of syndemic proposed by Singer comes to the fore, which some authors have embraced and WHO has supported as a term that can provide some important facets for thinking about issues and interventions to confront Covid-19. Codeço and Coelho, in an attempt to clarify the term, state that:

A syndemic is defined as an interaction between diseases or health problems in populations that magnify each other’s deleterious effects. Examples of syndemics are “drug use - violence - AIDS”; “AIDS - other STDs”; “HIV -
tuberculosis”. These diseases interact for a variety of reasons, either because one disease increases susceptibility to the other (as is the case with syphilis and HIV); or one injury (violence) modifies the social environment (social support) in which the infectious disease spreads\textsuperscript{12}. (p. 1778)

In other words, a syndemic in the pandemic of Covid-19 can be detected when there is an interweaving of several concomitant factors such as the absence of (or negligence in) public policies, scarcity of basic inputs such as hygiene and cleaning items and/or personal protection equipment, food insecurity, unemployment, difficulty of access to health services, medicines, and vaccines.

This concept is useful, therefore, to address the set of factors that promotes deleterious effects and not just the disease or health problem in isolation. As stated by Singer \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{13}:

Specifically, a syndemics approach examines why certain diseases cluster (i.e., multiple diseases affecting individuals and groups); the pathways through which they interact biologically in individuals and within populations, and thereby multiply their overall disease burden, and the ways in which social environments, especially conditions of social inequality and injustice, contribute to disease clustering and interaction as well as to vulnerability\textsuperscript{13}. (p. 941)

Or again, as Bottallo\textsuperscript{14} says:

The syndemic nature of the threat we face requires not only treating each affliction, but also urgently addressing the underlying social inequalities that affect them, i.e., poverty, housing, education, and race, which are powerful determinants of health\textsuperscript{14}.

All this is drawn in the lady’s gaze with the eyes of the world. The inequities, the multitude of socially vulnerable people, the ruthless money lords of the world, the injustices of the rulers, the selfishness of the owners of unmatched navels, owners of the blinkered certainty that they are the only ones deserving of the planet’s blessings. There is a lack of otherness, a lack of hospitality, a lack of welcoming the foreigner and speaking his or her language. Yes... it is the welcoming eyes of the lady from Punjab that led me to close this text with the notion of hospitality described by Derrida\textsuperscript{15}:

The question of hospitality begins here: should we ask the foreigner to understand us, to speak our language, in all senses of the term, to all possible extents, before and in order to be able to welcome him among us? If he already spoke our language, with all that this implies, if we already shared everything that is shared with a language, would the foreigner still be a foreigner, and would we say, about him, in asylum and hospitality? It is this paradox that we will need\textsuperscript{15}. (p. 15)
It is necessary, therefore, to go beyond the borders of encapsulated languages and welcome the foreigner. It is necessary to face the paradox of respecting idiosyncrasies, culture, ethnicities, listening to the foreigner’s language and, in the exercise of otherness, exercising unconditional hospitality. We have reached a planetary limit. No country, state or nation; no city, neighborhood, residence, or person is a capsule shielded from danger or surrounded by security. The tired and message-filled eyes of the lady with the eyes of the world teach me the similarity of difference while denouncing the indifference of those who don’t recognize themselves as similar.

Thank you, lady with the eyes of the world. Thank you, Narinder Nanu.
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Resumo

O impacto sensorial e afetivo de uma fotografia em uma matéria jornalística pode mitigar a mensagem da lid e até mesmo o conteúdo da reportagem como um todo, com potencial para conduzir o leitor a um sem-número de histórias paralelas. Essas histórias podem se imbricar no tema explorado pela mídia, mas também podem se expandir para várias outras questões, memórias, eventos, autores, desvelando para o leitor outras camadas situacionais que transcendem a esfera da simples leitura conduzindo à reflexividade. Este texto tem, portanto, a pretensão de refletir detidamente acerca das iniquidades em saúde, em especial em relação à distribuição de vacinas contra a Covid-19 no planeta, por meio de uma imagem publicada pela France Presse em uma matéria sobre um dia com recorde de aplicação de doses dessa vacina na Índia.


Resumen

El impacto sensorial y afectivo de una fotografía en un artículo periodístico puede mitigar el mensaje de la lid e incluso el contenido del reportaje como un todo, con potencial para conducir al lector a un sinnúmero de historias paralelas. Esas historias pueden adentrarse en el tema explorado por los medios, pero también pueden expandirse hacia otras preguntas, memorias, eventos y autores, revelando al lector otras capas situacionales que trascienden la esfera de la simple lectura, conduciendo a la reflexión. Por lo tanto, este texto tiene la pretensión de reflexionar detenidamente sobre las inequidades en salud, especialmente en lo que se refiere a la distribución de vacunas contra la Covid-19 en el planeta, a partir de una imagen publicada por France Presse en un artículo sobre un día con récord de aplicación de dosis de la vacuna contra la Covid-19 en la India.